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We'll get you here!

ISO management system standards will help you improve the
performance of your business by specifying repeatable steps
allowing you to achieve your goals and objectives and create a
culture that engages in a continuous cycle of self-evaluation,
correction and improvement of operations and processes through
improved employee awareness and management leadership and
commitment.
The benefits of an effective management system to your
business include:

More efficient use of resources
and improved financial
performance.
Improved risk management and
protection of people and the
environment.
Increased capability to deliver
consistent and improved services
and products, thereby increasing
value to customers and all other
interested parties.

A management system can
be used to develop
effective and efficient
processes

About Us

Our vision is to provide specialist advice to clients in an efficient manner. We deliver
simple and practical solutions. Our management consultants are client driven &
understand business process. Our clients benefit from our experience, knowledge,
insightful business solutions and strategic implementation support. We assist business
owners, senior management and team members in delivering business management
solutions in a broad range of industries.

BESPOKE SYSTEMS

DESIGNING STRATEGIES

SOLUTION FOCUSSED

Our solutions don't come out of a box
ready to plug and play. All our
solutions are bespoke to our clients
needs and designed to be integrated
with the strategic direction of your
organisation.

We pride ourselves on identifying your
challenges quickly and designing
strategies to address them, always
keeping in mind your business's need
for minimal disruption.

We do things a bit differently, and
that's the way we like it! We are
focussed on solutions. We make an
impact and then leave you better able
to grow your company on your own.

OUR APPROACH
Our consultants embrace a team approach to solving challenges.
Together, we help clients transform People, Safety, Quality,
Environment and Assurance into an essential part of your business
strategy.
We may partner with your H&S, Quality & Environmental department
to review their objectives. In every case, we offer flexible and
affordable expertise.

Our Industries

Our consultants have sector specific experience, bringing to you a “fresh pair of
eyes” together with knowledge of your industry. All our advice and solutions are
tailor-made for your business.

We provide bespoke services across warehousing & distribution, offices, metal and steel,
plastics, manufacturing, waste management and construction. We work one-to-one to deliver a
solution that mitigates risk, achieves compliance, improves performance and ensures the
wellbeing of your workforce

Manufacturing

Heavy Metals

Plastics

Textiles

Waste
Management

Construction

Warehousing &
Distribution

Services &
Transport

Meet our Directors

Diane Rainsford

Diane is the founder and Managing Director of SQE Assurance Ltd. With over 20 years experience in industry
she has gained a wealth of experience in implementing & managing Health, Safety, Environmental & Quality
systems within Blue Chip companies as a HSEQ Specialist.
Diane is experienced in developing & delivering training programmes in Health & Safety, Environmental &
Waste Management,Business Improvement Techniques and ISO Management Systems.
A technical member of IOSH she has a NEBOSH General Certificate in Health & Safety and a diploma in
Business Improvement Techniques in addition to being a Lead Auditor in ISO 9001 and ISO 14001

Jayne Proud

Jayne has over 30 years’ experience working in industry including 18 years a Health & Safety Specialist for
one of the UK’s leading Certification Bodies auditing ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and ISO 45001.
A Graduate Member of IOSH and Member of IIRSM, Jayne has a NEBOSH Diploma in Health and Safety
and a CQI Diploma in Quality.
Jayne is a lead auditor for ISO 45001, ISO 9001 and ISO 14001.

Our Services

"SOLUTION FOCUSED APPROACH"
Projects

Tailored Solutions

We frequently work on large projects implementing
ISO Management Systems.

In addition to these large projects we
can offer any of our services either in
isolation or part of a tailored project to
improve performance reporting to the
board of Directors or to review and
update risk assessments etc..

During these projects depending on the type of
system we will work with our Clients teams to improve
health and safety, environmental or quality
management – providing them with the knowledge,
tools and techniques to continue to improve the
organisation long after the projects completion.

The following pages provide more
information about each of our
services.

ISO Management Systems

"Opportunities lie in the place
where issues are found"

Auditing

"Critical monitoring to ensure all
processes are safeguarded from
threat"

Performance Evaluation

"Provide the information your
Leadership needs to drive
improvements"

Training

"The only thing worse than training
employees and losing them is...not
training them and keeping them"

Evaluation of Compliance

"Giving Leadership confidence in
legal compliance"

Competent Person

"Protect your business with
competent advice when you need it"

Risk Assessment

"Save costs by being proactive
instead of reactive"

COSHH Assessment

"COSHH Assessments are the
responsibility of the employer, the
assessment should be conducted by a
competent person"

Accident Investigation

"Accident investigation is the
prevention of accidents"

ISO Management Systems

"Opportunities lie in the place where issues are found"
A management system is a systematic framework designed to manage your
organisation's policies, procedures and processes and promote continual improvement.
By designing, developing and implementing an effective management system, you will
have methods for managing reporting, responsibilities, planning and resourcing to
improve safety, environmental & quality performance.
Our expertise is in integrating ISO Management Systems into
one system which becomes an integral part of an organisation's
operational control.
We work with clients, demonstrating how the requirements of
an ISO Standard can align with your current processes and
controls and add value rather than being a documentation and
reporting burden.

We work with your team to develop and implement an effective
Management System.

Planning

Leadership

Improvement

We assist your in outlining the context
of your organisation, identifying your
interested parties, their needs &
expectations and evaluating your
current controls for meeting these.

We work with your Leadership Team
to define policies and identify the roles
within your organisation their
responsibilities & authorities - linking
them to processes and compliance
obligations.

Through identifying issues affecting
your business, we assist you to
identify opportunities for improvement
. Working with your team we provide
the necessary tools to implement an
effective CA system.

Performance

Support

Operation

We work with your team linking
strategy & objectives from your
policies & identifying objectives from
your Risks & Opportunities putting in
place a programme of how to achieve
them.

We work with you to determine the
necessary competence for your
employees putting in place a process
through which to evaluate and
measure competency.

We work with you to identify your
processes, their inputs, outputs,
resources, controls, interested parties,
risks and responsible people making
this information central to your system

Added
Value

Allows you to monitor your
Business Performance 24/7 from anywhere!

Would you like to have your Management System in one place?
Are you SharePoint users or do you subscribe
to Microsoft Office 365?
We have developed a management system for
SharePoint which is BESPOKE for each of our
clients. There is no on-going cost for this
system, once developed you have 100%
ownership of the system and the data you create.
Whilst working on projects to implement new
systems or improve existing systems we can work
with your team to take your existing information
and build a Cloud-Based solution.

Risk Management
Corrective Actions
Performance Management
Compliance Register
Internal Audit
Control of Contractors
Monitoring & Measurement
Communication

Saves Time | Reduces Paperwork | Cuts Costs

Auditing

"Critical monitoring to ensure all processes are safeguarded from threat"
A systematic and independent examination to determine whether processes and
related results comply with planned arrangements and whether these
arrangements are implemented effectively and are suitable to achieve objectives.

Auditing is a critical tool evaluating how well your processes are being performed - whether
you already have an ISO Certificate, are implementing a Management System or simply want
to perform a "Health Check" of your business, we can carry out an audit which will:

Verify that the management system is compliant with the relevant ISO standard
Evaluate compliance with relevant regulations or other requirements
Check to ensure that the actions taken to meet the objectives of the organisation are effective
Verify that any issues within the management system have been addressed
Identify improvements that can be made to the system

What are the benefits of outsourcing your Internal Audits?
Save time, internal resources and money by having
an expert work with you
Benefit of having an independent view of the
organisation
Receive detailed audit reports which reflect the
current status of your management system,
processes or other area of focus from the audit.

Performance Evaluation
"Provide the information your Leadership needs to drive improvements"

Many organisations prepare a summary of health and safety results (lagging
indicators), all of which represent failures for the Leadership Team to review. We
assist you to supplement these with other measurements which provide positive
assurance that good practices aimed at preventing injuries and incidents are
implemented (leading indicators)
Analysis of trends in these indicators in relation to long term goals
Systematic analysis of the root causes of incidents and product failures etc.
Key results from internal inspections, audits internal and external
Evidence of management commitment, for example the number of Leadership workplace visits,
inspections or committees that have a health and safety theme inspections/verification
Average number of training days per employee
Customer Satisfaction
Extent of employees’ involvement in health and safety
Management processes, including new hazards, work processes, accident and ill health
investigations
Supplier Performance
Percentage of risk assessments completed or reviewed
Health and safety inspections and audits completed versus target
Percentage of completed actions from audits and inspections
Percentage of safety-critical maintenance, inspections and tests that have been completed on
schedule
Emergency response drills and exercises held
Waste Management Performance
How the health and safety performance of contractors and suppliers is managed and assured

Overall Business Performance
Our consultants will work with your team to identify
meaningful measurements within your process which will
provide information on the overall performance of your
business including your progress towards Health & Safety,
Quality and Environmental objectives.

Training
"The only thing worse than training employees and losing them is...not
training them and keeping them"
The Health and Safety at Work etc. Act (HSWA) 1974 (Section 2) 3 requires every employer
to provide whatever information, instruction, training and supervision is necessary to
ensure, "so far as is reasonably practicable", the health and safety at work of their
employees and others affected by their activities. This is amplified by the Management of
Health and Safety at Work Regulations (MHSWR) 1999 4, which also identifies situations
where health and safety training is particularly important, e.g. when people start work, on
exposure to new or increased risks and where existing skills may have become rusty or
need updating.

Risk & COSHH
Assessments

Health & Safety

Fire Warden

Environmental
Awareness

Accident
Investigation

Performance
Measurement

Visit our website for more information

eLearning

www.sqea.co.uk/online-training

"Our accredited eLearning courses save time and supplement our
classroom and 'on the job' training"
Our courses meet all statutory training requirements and are easy to administer using an online
control panel. Available at the fraction of the cost you would expect, this online training has the
added bonus of minimal loss of productivity through being efficient and flexible.

These video eLearning courses are aimed to supplement classroom and “on the job” training that
we can deliver as part of project or regular contract. All of these courses are accredited by
organisations including RoSPA, IIRSM & ITAP and will assist you with ensure you are compliant
with your legal obligations.

eLearning

Evaluation of Compliance

"Giving Leadership confidence in legal compliance"
Running a business is complicated enough without spending valuable time
checking and implementing all the latest legislation. Our Consultants will help your
company work within the current legislative framework and ensure best practice.
We aim to ensure you don’t have an unwelcome visit from the Health and Safety
Executive (HSE) or Environment Agency (EA).

We will identify your legal and other requirements which are applicable to your
business; and work with your team to evaluate your compliance to these obligations.
We will:
Provide you with information on the duties of each legal obligation and work with your team to
identify which duties are applicable to your company
Carry out Compliance Audits and make an evaluation of the level of compliance to the identifed
obligations through reviewing current controls and evidence of the effectiveness of these controls
Assist your team to provide information to include in reports which will provide the Leadership
Team with the knowledge and understanding of current compliance and quickly identify where
legislation has changed or where the company breaching, or at risk of breaching their obligations
Work with your team to put in place an action plan, as required, to ensure gaps in compliance are
closed.

Legal Update Service
We offer FOUR options on our legislation update service
Initial site assessment & bespoke legal register (No Contract)
In addition to providing you with a bespoke legal register we will provide
you with monthly update on changes to legislation
In addition to keeping you informed with changes we will manage your
legal register
Management of your legal register and annual compliance evaluation
audits.

Ask us about
our legal
register
subscription!

Competent Person
"Protect your business with competent advice when you need it"
Every employer is required by law to appoint a Competent Person who will guide
the Directors providing advice on health and safety matters ensuring they meet
their legal obligations.

Comply with safety legislation and stay on top of safety law and best practice in your industry
Free up valuable time and save on training and development
Reduce safety risk in your organisation
Support when you need it

What do we provide?
Named competent person
Unlimited telephone and email support
Support with regulators visits or communications

What are the benefits of an EXTERNAL H&S
Consultant?
We can offer you a "Fresh Pair of Eyes"
Save you time so you can focus on your
business
Eliminate any bias which can occur
from internal reporting
Ensure our consultancy remains
consistent
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Risk Assessment

"Save costs by being proactive instead of reactive"
The Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations require all
organisations with 5 or more staff to carry out written health and safety risk
assessments of all of their significant hazards.

Our Consultants can carry out Risk Assessments or review existing documents;
working with your team to ensure they are fully involved in the Risk Assessment
process. We can provide your team with the training, skills and tools to carry out
and review risk assessments and demonstrate how controls identifed in risk
assessments should be implemented in Safe Systems of Work or Standard
Operating Procedures.

Identify the hazards present in the workplace (a hazard is anything with the potential to cause harm e.g. trip
hazards, slippery floors, electrical equipment, lifting heavy objects, stress, machinery/equipment, fire etc.)
Identify the people at risk from the hazards, e.g. employees, contractors, visitors etc. Particularly vulnerable
employees should also be considered, e.g. young people, new employees and new/expectant mothers
Evaluate the risk, taking into account the likelihood and severity of any accidents. Existing controls that are
already in place to reduce risks should be identified and evaluated
Record the significant findings on a suitable form
Review the risk assessment regularly, or when things change e.g. new equipment is purchased, processes
change or an accident or near miss has occurred

COSHH Assessment

"COSHH Assessments are the responsibility of the employer, the
assessment should be conducted by a competent person"
The Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 2002 places a general
duty on employers to protect employees and other persons from the hazards of
substances used at work by risk assessment, control of exposure, health
surveillance and incident planning.

Our Consultants will carry out COSHH Assessment during which the following areas will be
addressed:

All tasks that are undertaken that involve the handling, generation and release of hazardous substances.
Who and what could be affected, how likely is exposure? To what extent can exposure happen?
What is the nature of the exposure; this can be from breathing in the fumes, swallowing, skin absorption etc.
What measures are currently in place to control or prevent exposure, can these be improved?
The possibility of accidental leakage, spillage or release of hazardous chemicals.
What cleaning and maintenance operations are in place, can these be improved?

We document COSHH assessments ensuring they are visual and easy
for your employees to understand.
We work with your employees providing information and training about
the hazardous substances they are potentially exposed to ensuring
they understand the risks.
We provide you with competent advice on the storage requirements of
your hazardous substances together with advice on the appropriate
personal protective equipment (PPE) if required and any issues with
exposure to employees such as Expectant or Nursing Mothers.

Accident Investigation

"Accident investigation is the prevention of accidents"
Vital part of the monitoring of your risk assessments & management systems.
Moral obligation to prevent future injuries & ill-health
In your favour if HSE carries out its own investigation.

The sole purpose of investigating accidents or incidents is the prevention of accidents or incidents. As your
competent person our Consultants will initially give you advice following any accident or incident and investigate
RIDDOR reportable accidents or incidents on you.

We work with your team and provide training to demonstrate the value of implementing detailed accident investigations
providing them with the tools and techniques they will need to investigate, identify root causes and implement a
corrective action plan.

What Our Clients Say..
"thank you for the fantastic support you
have provided the team since your
involvement"

"Very helpful, professional and
reliable, I would totally
recommend to others"

"I have seen something truly useful emerging
from this process and one that we need to
embrace fully . . . all of us!"
"excellent knowledge on all aspects of
health and safety and great ability to
assimilate all the information and get to
the crux of issues quickly, effectively and
efficiently"

We have found that the
knowledge provided has been
invaluable"

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS

Our consultants embrace a team approach to solving challenges.
Together, we help clients transform people, safety, quality and environmental
management into an essential part of your business strategy.

Contact Us

TODAY

01283 808117

hello@sqea.co.uk

www.sqea.co.uk

